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Abstract
In the proposed chapter, the authors present a geometric-statistical propagation model
that defines three groups of received signal components, i.e., direct path, delayed scatter-
ing, and local scattering components. The multi-elliptical propagation model, which rep-
resents the geometry of scatterer locations, is the basis for determining the delayed
components. For the generation of the local components, a statistical distribution is used.
The basis for this model is a power angular spectrum (PAS) of the received signal, which is
closely related to a type of propagation environment and transmitter-receiver spatial
positions. Therefore, we have an opportunity to evaluate the influence of the environment
type and an object motion direction on the basic characteristics such as envelope distribu-
tion, PAS, autocorrelation function, and spectral power density. The multi-elliptical model
considers the propagation phenomena occurring in the azimuth plane. In the chapter, we
will also show the 3D extension of modeling effects of propagation phenomena.
Keywords: radio wave propagation, propagation modeling, channel modeling,
geometric-based model, multi-elliptical model, multi-ellipsoidal model, scattering,
angular power spectrum, angle spread, angular dispersion, directional antenna pattern,
power delay profile, simulation
1. Introduction
A development of information and communication systems is characterized by a dynamic
increase in demand for the provision of telecommunication services with the participation of
wireless networks. A limitation of frequency resources forces the search for new methods
of effective spectrum management. One of the solutions to this problem is spatial multiplexing
of network access, which minimizes a field strength and increases access area of the network.
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
This solution is based on the use of an active phased array antenna (APAA) or massive APAA
and is applicable to emerging fifth generation (5G) systems. In these systems, the multiple use of
the same frequency bands is qualified by no interference between individual wireless links.
Fulfillment of this condition has a large impact on received signals, properties of which signifi-
cantly depend on a direction of reaching an electromagnetic wave to a reception point. This
means that the prediction, modeling, and evaluation of statistical properties of the receipt direc-
tion play an important role in assessing internal and external conditions of a compatible opera-
tion of wireless networks. This fact justifies the purposefulness of topics presented in this chapter.
The goal of the chapter is to describe the methods for determining the statistical properties of
the signal reception angle and its parameters. Particular attention is given to an impact
analysis of directional antenna parameters on the statistical parameters and characteristics that
describe dispersion of reception angle. The main purpose of this chapter is based on geometric
propagation models in which scatterer locations are determined by multi-elliptical curves or
multi-ellipsoidal surfaces.
Due to a method of determining the statistical characteristics of a reception angle, propagation
models can be divided in accordance with the diagram presented in Figure 1.
Measurement data and standard distributions such as the Gaussian, Laplacian, logistic, and
von Mises distribution are the basis for empirical models that directly describe a probability
density function (PDF) of angle of arrival (AOA) [1–3]. In this case, developing a model
consists in such adjustment of distribution parameters that will ensure minimization of
approximation error to the measurement data. For the first three models mentioned above,
the approximation problem comes down to determining the normalizing constant and param-
eters that define these distributions [1]. For the von Mises distribution [4], the approximation
consists in adjusting a single parameter, which simplifies the procedure of creating the statis-
tical model of the reception angle distribution [1].
In practice, complex empirical models are used. They use standard distributions to describe
the statistical properties of individual angular clusters. Examples of such models are defined,
i.e., by the WINNER projects [5] and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [6, 7]. The
Figure 1. Classification of propagation models due to method of determining statistical properties of reception angle.
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main disadvantages of these models are the lack of consideration of antenna pattern influence
and distance between a transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx).
These disadvantages do not have geometrical models. These models are defined by geometri-
cal structures that determine positions of elements scattering an electromagnetic wave. Knowl-
edge of propagation environment geometry gives the possibility to determine the signal
reception directions. This task can be carried out analytically or through simulation research.
The use of geometrical optics is one of the basic methods of determining AOA, which con-
siders the geometric structure of propagation environment. A ray tracing is practical imple-
mentation of this propagation modeling method [8–12]. The accuracy of the obtained results
depends to a large extent on the accuracy of mapping electrical properties of all elements
forming the electromagnetic environment and the number of generated rays. The difficulty of
obtaining environmental data and the complexity of simulation procedures are the reason for
limited reliability of the results obtained by this method. A concept of propagation paths [13]
gives the possibility of simplifying the ray-tracing method. In this case, the analysis comes
down to an evaluation of propagation paths in the presence of scattering elements (scatterers)
whose position on the plane (two-dimensional (2D) modeling) or in space (three-dimensional
(3D) modeling) maps specific geometric structures.
A shape of scatterer occurrence areas, their position relative to the Tx and Rx locations, and a
density distribution are the criteria that differentiate individual models. For the 2D areas,
geometric structures such as a circle [5, 6, 14–16], ellipse [15, 16], hollow disk [17], and elliptical
disk [18] are most commonly used. In the case of 3D, the scatterer areas represent a sphere [19],
semi-spheroid [20, 21], clipping semi-spheroid [22], semi-ellipsoid [23], cylinder [24, 25], and
complex solid figures, for example, bounded ellipsoid and elliptical cylinder [26] or sphere and
ellipsoid [27].
The density of the scatterers is another criterion that differentiates the individual geometric
models. The uniform distribution is most widely used to describe spatial concentration of the
scattering elements, especially with regard to limited geometrical structures, e.g., [14, 15, 22,
28–30]. For models where the scatterer occurrence area is unrestricted, the normal distribution
is used, e.g. [4, 22, 31].
The area geometry and density of the scatterer occurrence give the possibility to determine the
approach directions of the propagation paths to the Rx. However, the practical use of the
geometric models to assess the statistical properties of the reception angle is largely hampered.
This fact results from the lack of a relationship between the geometry of these models and
transmission properties of the propagation environment. These properties are described by a
channel impulse response and related characteristics such as a power delay profile (PDP) or
power delay spectrum (PDS). Nevertheless, in the set of all models, we can distinguish geo-
metrical structures whose parameters are defined by the channel transmission characteristics.
Multi-elliptical and multi-ellipsoidal propagation models are these special cases. Consider-
ation of the relationship between the transmission parameters and geometrical structures
ensures minimization of the approximation error between measurement data and modeling
results.
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This chapter is devoted to the evaluation of the statistical properties of the scattering, a
reception angle, and the effects of this phenomenon, which has a significant impact on corre-
lational and spectral properties of the received signals. The multi-elliptical and multi-
ellipsoidal propagation models are the basis for the analysis presented in the chapter.
2. Environment transmission properties and propagation model geometry
Statistical evaluation of the radio channel transmission properties is based on the energetic
measures of the received signals. PDPs and PDSs describe powers and delays of individual
components that reach the Rx. An example of PDP, P τð Þ, defined by 3GPP [7, Table 7.7.2–2] is
shown in Figure 2. In this case, the PDP represents non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions, urban
macro (UMa)-environment type with delay spread, στ ¼ 363 ns which is characteristic of the
carrier frequency, f 0 ¼ 2 GHz.
The PDP graph shows that the received signal is a superposition of component groups that
form time clusters with different delays. Measurement results presented in a literature justify
the following assumptions:
• Components that undergo single scattering have a dominant energetic significance.
• The probability of the scatterer occurrence seen from the Tx is the same in every direction.
• For each element, the statistical properties of scattering factor module and phase are the
same.
Thus, all signal components that arrive at the Rx with the same delay come from the scatterers
located on the same ellipsoid. This means that the number of the ellipsoids that represent the
scatterer locations is equal to the number of the time clusters. Their foci determine the Tx and
Rx positions.
Figure 2. Example of PDP for UMa NLOS 2 GHz environment from 3GPP.
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For majority of wireless links, relations between heights of the Tx (hT)/Rx (hR) antennas and
their distance, D, meet a condition, hT , hR≪D. In the case of ground wave propagation, this
condition is the basis for reduction of the scattering areas to semi-ellipsoids. The use of the
antennas, whose radiation patterns are narrow in the elevation plane, brings the 3D to 2D
modeling. For these conditions, the multi-ellipsoidal model is reduced to the multi-elliptical
model of scattering areas, as shown in Figure 3.
The delays of the individual time clusters, τi for i ¼ 1, 2,…, N, define the parameters of the
corresponding semi-ellipsoids. For the ith semi-ellipsoid, we have
ai ¼
1
2
Dþ cτið Þ, bi ¼ ci ¼
1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cτi 2Dþ cτið Þ
p
(1)
where c is the speed of light.
Each time cluster is the superposition of the signal components that reach the Rx from the
scatterers located on the respective semi-ellipsoids. The reception directions of these components
Figure 3. 3D and 2D models of scattering areas.
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are determined by the shape of the scatterer occurrence surface. This means that the powers of
the individual clusters depend on the propagation path direction to the Rx. Differentiation of the
cluster delays is the basis for expressing a power angular spectrum (PAS) as a sum of the
component powers reaching the Rx with the delays, PR θR;φR
 
, and the component powers,
PR0 θR;φR
 
, whose delays are of the order of a carrier wave period. The first and second groups
of components are called the delayed and local scattering components, respectively.
The delayed components are grouped in the time clusters. Therefore,
PR θR;φR
 
¼
XN
i¼1
PRi θR;φR
 
þ PR0 θR;φR
 
(2)
where N is the number of the time clusters (semi-ellipsoids) and PRi θR;φR
 
means the PAS of
the propagation paths that reach the Rx from the ith ellipsoid.
The PAS can be presented as the product of a total power and PDF of AOA [32]. We should
also note that PR0 θR;φR
 
represents the sum of the powers of the direct path component and
the local scattering components. The energy relationship between these components describes
the Rice factor, κ. Thus, we can present the PDF of AOA, f R θR;φR
 
, which describes the
statistical properties of the signal reception angle, in the following form:
f R θR;φR
 
¼ f d θR;φR
 
þ f l θR;φR
 
þ f dp θR;φR
 
¼
XN
i¼1
Pi
P
f i θR;φR
 
þ
κ
1þ κ
P0
P
f 0 θR;φR
 
þ
1
1þ κ
P0
P
δ θR;φR
  (3)
where f d θR;φR
 
, f l θR;φR
 
, and f dp θR;φR
 
represent parts of f R θR;φR
 
corresponding the
delayed scattering components, local scattering components, and direct path component,
respectively, P is the total power of the received signal, Pi is the power of the propagation
paths reaching the Rx from the ith ellipsoids, f i θR;φR
 
means PDF of AOA for the ith
ellipsoids, P0 represents the power of the components reaching the Rx with negligible delay,
f 0 θR;φR
 
is PDF of AOA for the local scattering components, and δ ð Þ is the Dirac delta
function.
For the delayed components, the multi-ellipsoidal or multi-elliptical structures are the basis for
the analytical or simulation determination of individual f i θR;φR
 
, i ¼ 1, 2,…, N. In the case of
the local scattering, a large diversity of receiving antenna surroundings prevents adoption of a
determined geometry of the scatterer positions. To adapt the statistical properties of reception
angle, the von Mises distribution is used [4].
Construction of the multi-ellipsoidal or multi-elliptical structures based on PDP/PDS ensures
adjustment of the reception angle statistical characteristics to the transmission properties of the
propagation environment. In that, these models provide a mapping of the impact of these
properties on the correlational and spectral characteristics of the received signals.
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The correctness of the adopted model is confirmed by comparative analyses with empirical
data presented, among others, in [33–36]. From these analyses, it appears that the multi-
elliptical model provides the smallest errors of PAS and PDF of AOA approximation to other
geometric and empirical models. The correctness of the adopted model is confirmed by com-
parative analyses with empirical data presented in, e.g., [37].
3. Multi-elliptical propagation model
The use of the antennas with the narrow radiation patterns in the elevation plane limits an
environment influence on the received signal properties. Propagation phenomena predomi-
nance in the azimuth plane is the premise for reducing the analysis of the reception angle
statistical properties to the 2D modeling problem. In this case, the mapping of the propagation
phenomena is ensured by the multi-elliptical propagation model. Precursors of this model are
Parsons and Bajwa, who presented a multi-elliptical way of modeling the distribution of the
propagation paths in [38].
3.1. Analysis of reception angle statistical properties for omni-directional antennas
A PDF of AOA analysis for radio links with omni-directional antennas is based on the 2D
geometric structure shown in Figure 3. In this case, Eq. (3) shows that determining the PDF of
AOA for the delayed components comes down to determining f i φR
 
.
Propagation path lengths, i.e., rTij and rRij (see Figure 3), which describe the distances TxSij ,
respectively, are
rTij ¼ ai  eixij and rRij ¼ ai þ eixij (4)
where ei ¼ D= 2aið Þmeans the eccentricity of the ith ellipse and xij is coordinate of Sij.
But xij is a function of φTij and φRij:
xij ¼ rTij cosφTij þ
D
2
and xij ¼ rRij cosφRij 
D
2
(5)
Considering that rTij þ rRij ¼ 2ai and substituting Eq. (5) to Eq. (4), we can write
1
1þ ei cosφTij
þ
1
1 ei cosφRij
¼
4ai
2ai Dei
(6)
After transforming Eq. (6), the formula of cosφTij versus cosφRij has the form [32]:
cosφTij ¼
2ai cosφRij þDei cosφRij  2D
2ai þDei  2D cosφRij
(7)
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According to the assumptions, the statistical properties of angle of departure (AOD) describe a
uniform distribution, i.e., f i φT
 
¼ 2pið Þ1 for φT ∈ pi;pih Þ. Hence, PDF of cosφT is
f i cosφT
 
¼ f i φT
  dφT
d cosφT
 

 ¼
1
2pi
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 cos 2φT
p for φT ∈ pi;pih Þ (8)
Because cosφT is a function of cosφR, so after considering Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), we get [32]:
f i cosφR
 
¼ f i cosφT
  d cosφT
 
d cosφR
 

 ¼
1
2pi
1
sinφR
 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ai þDeið Þ
2  4D2
q
2ai þDei  2D cosφR
for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ
(9)
Hence, the demanded form of f i φR
 
is
f i φR
 
¼ f i cosφR
  d cosφR
 
dφR

 ¼
1
2pi
1 e2i
1þ e2i  2ei cosφR
for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ (10)
Eventually, the PDF of AOA for all delayed components, f d φR
 
, takes the form [37]:
f d φR
 
¼
XN
i¼1
Pi
P P0
f i φR
 
¼
1
2pi
XN
i¼1
Pi
P P0
1 e2i
1þ e2i  2ei cosφR
for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ (11)
From Eq. (11), it follows that f d φR
 
depends significantly on Pi and ai, i.e., on the major axis of
each ellipse. This means that properties of this function are determined by the power distribu-
tion of the individual time clusters, which is closely related to the transmission properties of a
given propagation environment.
3.2. Reception angle dispersion for directional antennas
For directional antennas used in radio links, the evaluation of the reception angle statistical
properties is based on simulation tests. In this case, an input data processing algorithm is the
basis for the research procedure, which ensures the determining basic parameters and statisti-
cal characteristics of AOA. The purpose of simulation studies is to determine a set of pairs
φRij; pRij
 
that represent the angles and powers of the individual propagation paths reaching
the Rx. The analysis of the obtained set is the basis for the assessment of the AOA statistical
properties. The relationship between the multi-elliptical structure of the scatterer positions and
the environmental transmission characteristics ensures that the simulation results coincide
with empirical results.
A procedure scheme of determining φRij and pRij is shown in Figure 4.
In the first step of the procedure, the multi-elliptical model parameters are determined based
on PDP/PDS. In the next step, the propagation path AODs are generated using the power
radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna. For the normalized power pattern, g2T φT
 
is
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ð180
180
g2T φT
 
dφT ¼ 1 and g
2
T φT
 
≥ 0 (12)
This means that the normalized power radiation pattern meets PDF axioms. Thus, the normal-
ized pattern of the transmitting antenna is used as the PDF of AOD, f T φT
 
:
f T φT
 
¼
1
2pi
g2T φT
 
for φT ∈ pi;pih Þ (13)
For the Gaussian model of the Tx antenna radiation pattern [39]:
Figure 4. Procedure for determining AOAs and powers of propagation paths for multi-elliptical (2D) and multi-
ellipsoidal (3D) propagation model.
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gT φT
  ¼ C0exp  φ2T
2σTφ
 	
for φT ∈ pi;piÞ; C0  normalizing constantð Þh (14)
we have
f T φT
  ¼ CTφexp  φ2T
σTφ
 	
for φT ∈ pi;pih Þ (15)
where CTφ ¼
Ð180
180
f T φT
 
dφT
 !1
¼ ffiffiffipip σTφerf pi=σTφ  1, σTφ ¼ HPBWTφ= 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiln 2p  ffi 0:6
HPBWTφ, and HPBWTφ is half power beam width (HPBW) of the transmitting antenna in the
azimuth plane.
Eq. (15) is the basis for the AOD generation. A relationship between AOD and AOA results
from the ellipse properties [32]:
cosφRij ¼
2ei þ 1þ e2i
 
cosφTij
1þ e2i þ 2ei cosφTij
(16)
Hence [40]:
φRij ¼ sgn φTij
 
arccos
2ei þ 1þ e2i
 
cosφTij
1þ e2i þ 2ei cosφTij
 !
(17)
The jth propagation path of the ith ellipse, i.e., φRij, corresponds to the random power, pij. In
the first step, the powers of the delayed components, pij, are generated based on a uniform
distribution:
f p pij
 
¼
Mi= 2Pið Þ for pij ∈ 0; 2Pi=Mih i
0 for pij∉ 0; 2Pi=Mih i
(
(18)
where Mi is the number of the generated paths in the ith cluster, j ¼ 1, 2,…,Mi, and Pi is the
cluster power read from PDP/PDS.
Then, these powers are modified by the power pattern of the receiving antenna, g2R φR
 
. Let us
assume that the main lobe of this pattern is also described using the Gaussian model [39], i.e.,
g2R φR
  ¼ GRexp  φ2R
σRφ
 	
for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ (19)
where GR is the receiving antenna gain in a linear measure, σRφ ¼ HPBWRφ= 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2
p 
ffi 0:6HPBWRφ, and HPBWRφ is the receiving antenna HPBW in the azimuth plane.
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Therefore, pij generated using by the uniform distribution, i.e., Eq. (18), should be multiplied
by the value of the power pattern which corresponds to the AOA with the same indexes, i.e.,
pRij ¼ pijg
2
R φRij
 
(20)
where pij is the so-called power at the reception point and does not consider the receiving
antenna pattern, while pRij is the power seen at the output of the receiving antenna or at the Rx
input [41].
If the receiving antenna is isotropic or omni-directional in the azimuth plane, then it should be
assumed that GR ¼ 1 and g
2
R φR
 
¼ 1 for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ.
4. Multi-ellipsoidal propagation model
In the case of using antennas, whose pattern width in the vertical plane exceeds several
degrees, the scattering in this plane also determines the direction of reaching the propagation
paths. Then, we obtain the multi-ellipsoidal propagation model by extending the multi-
elliptical model to 3D space. If the antenna heights meet the conditions of hT , hR≪D, then this
model is reduced to the set of the semi-ellipsoids. As in the case of the multi-elliptical model,
the parameters of the individual semi-ellipsoids, i.e., their semi-axes, are defined by Eq. (1)
based on PDP/PDS. The reception angle statistical properties are determined based on simula-
tion studies. In this case, we use a procedure for the 3D modeling shown in Figure 4. This
procedure also includes the elevation plane.
Similar to the multi-elliptical model, the properties of the normalized power radiation pattern
of the transmit antenna, g2T θT ;φT
 
, are used to generate AODs [42]:
f T θT ;φT
 
¼
1
4pi
g2T θT ;φT
 
sinθT for θT ∈ 0;pi=2h Þ,φT ∈ pi;pih Þ (21)
In this case, we use the assumption of the independence of the scatterer position in the azimuth
and elevation planes. Hence, we have
f T θT ;φT
 
¼ f T θTð Þ  f T φT
 
(22)
where f T θTð Þ and f T φT
 
are the one-dimensional PDFs of AOD in the elevation and azimuth
planes, respectively.
Using the Gaussian model [39] for gT θT ;φT
 
, we can describe the PDF of AOD for the multi-
ellipsoidal model as
f T θT ;φT
 
¼ f T θTð Þ  f T φT
 
¼ CTθexp 
θT  pi=2ð Þ
2
σTθ
 !
sin θTð Þ  CTφexp 
φ2T
σTφ
 	
(23)
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where σTθ ¼ HPBWTθ= 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2
p 
ffi 0:6HPBWTθ, HPBWTθ is the transmitting antenna HPBW
in the elevation plane, and CTθ is a normalizing constant that meets the condition CTθ ¼Ð90
0
f T θTð ÞdθT
 	
1
.
Thus, f T φT
 
is described by Eq. (15), while f T θTð Þ is defined as
f T θTð Þ ¼ CTθexp 
θT  pi=2ð Þ2
σTθ
 !
sinθT for θT ∈ 0;pi=2h Þ (24)
A generated pair of angles, θRij;φRij
 
, determines the direction of the ijth propagation path
departing from Tx. This path intersects the ith semi-ellipsoid. The intersection point, Sij,
determines the potential position of the scatterer. In the multi-ellipsoidal model, the method
of determining the distance rTij between Tx and Sij requires considering the elevation plane.
Hence [42]:
rTij ¼  1
2a
b2iD sinθTij cosφTij þ
1
2a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2iD sinθTij cosφTij
 2
þ 4ab2i a2i 
D2
4
 	s
≥ 0 (25)
where a ¼ bi sinθTij cosφTij
 2
þ a2i cos 2θTij þ sinθTij sinφTij
 2 	
≥ 0.
For the 3D modeling, a pair of angles θRij;φRij
 
representing AOA in the elevation and
azimuth planes is determined based on the following formula [42]:
θRij ¼ arctan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rTij sinθTij cosφTij þD
 2
þ rTij sinθTij sinφTij
 2r
rTij cosθTij
(26)
φRij ¼ sgn φTij
 
arctan
rTij sinθTij sinφTij
rTij sinθTij cosφTij þD
(27)
As in the 2D approach, the random power is assigned to each path that reaches the Rx and is
defined by AOA. The procedure for determining this power is analogous to the multi-elliptical
model and is based on the uniform distribution and the receiving antenna pattern, gR θR;φR
 
. Let
us assume that the main lobe of this pattern is also described using the Gaussian model [39], i.e.,
g2R θR;φR
  ¼ GRexp  θR  pi=2ð Þ2
σRθ
 !
sin θRð Þ  exp  φ
2
R
σRφ
 	
for θT ∈ 0;pi=2h Þ,φR ∈ pi;pih Þ (28)
where σRθ ¼ HPBWRθ= 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2
p 
ffi 0:6HPBWRθ and HPBWRθ the receiving antenna HPBW in
the elevation plane.
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Then, pij generated using the uniform distribution, i.e., Eq. (18), should be multiplied by the
value of the pattern corresponding to the elevation and azimuth angles of the same indexes.
Hence
pRij ¼ pijg
2
R θRij;φRij
 
(29)
For an isotropic receiving antenna, we accept GR ¼ 1 and g
2
R θR;φR
 
¼ 1 for θT ∈ 0;pi=2h Þ, and
φR ∈ pi;pih Þ.
5. Reception angle distribution for local scattering components
Modeling the reception angle statistical properties for the local scattering components is based
on the von Mises distribution [1, 4]:
f 0 φR
 
¼
exp γφ cosφR
 
2pi I0 γφ
  for φR ∈ pi;pih Þ (30)
where I0 ð Þ is the zero-order modified Bessel function and γφ ≥ 0 is a parameter describing the
reception angle dispersion in the azimuth plane.
For the 3D case, considering the independence of the scatterer occurrence in the azimuth and
elevation planes, we have [42]:
f 0 θR;φR
 
¼ f 0 θRð Þ  f 0 φR
 
¼ CMθ
exp γθ cos
pi
2
 θR
  
2pi I0 γθ
   exp γφ cosφR
 
2pi I0 γφ
 
for θR ∈ 0;pi=2h Þ,φR ∈ pi;pih Þ
(31)
where CMθ ¼
ð90
0
f 0 θRð ÞdθR
0
@
1
A
1
¼ 2pi I0ðγθÞ
ð90
0
exp γθ cos
pi
2
 θR
  
dθR
0
@
1
A
1
and γθ ≥ 0 is
a parameter determining the angle dispersion in the elevation plane.
The values of γφ and γθ depend on surroundings of the receiving antenna in an analyzed
propagation scenario.
For γφ ¼ 0; 3; 30f g, PDFs of AOA for the local scattering components in the azimuth plane are
shown in Figure 5.
It should be noted that the AOA distribution for the local scattering components is indepen-
dent of the distance between Tx and Rx, D. This PDF depends only on the obstacles in the
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immediate vicinity of Rx and the direction of Rx-Tx. For the local scattering components, the
random power can also be assigned to each AOA. The generation method of such power is
similar to that for the delayed scattering components. However, the power at the reception
point, p0j, is determined on the basis of another uniform distribution [42]:
f p p0j
 
¼
κþ 1ð ÞM0= 2P0ð Þ for p0j ∈ 0; 2P0= M0 κþ 1ð Þð Þh i
0 for p0j∉ 0; 2P0= M0 κþ 1ð Þð Þh i
(
(32)
where M0 is the number of the generated paths, j ¼ 1, 2,…,M0, and P0 is the value of power
read from PDP/PDS for τ ffi 0.
The power at the Rx input, pR0j, is determined as for the delayed scattering components, based
on Eq. (20) or Eq. (28) for the 2D or 3D modeling, respectively.
6. Sample results of simulation studies
6.1. Influence of antenna parameters on reception angle distribution
A result of simulation studies is sets of the propagation path parameters reaching the Rx. In the
multi-elliptical model, input data for the analysis of the result PDF of AOA for the delayed and
local scattering components are two sets Φ ¼ φRij
n o
and P ¼ pRij
n o
for j ¼ 1, 2,…,Mi and
i ¼ 0, 1,…, N. For the multi-ellipsoidal model, a set of elevations is additionally considered,
i.e., Θ ¼ θRij

 
. Thus, the ijth propagation path is defined by two or three parameters, for 2D
or 3D modeling, respectively. The method of determining the estimated PDFs of AOA based
on these sets is presented in [41, 42].
Figure 5. PDFs of AOA for local scattering components and selected γφ.
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Let O θR;φR
 
¼ i; jð Þ : θRij ∈ θR  εθð Þ ∧φRij ∈ φR  εφ
 n o
, where εθ and εφ are the neighbor-
hoods of θR and φR, respectively. Thus,
P
O θR ;φRð Þ
pRij θRij;φRij
 
represents the total power of
the signal that arrives at the input of the receiver from θR  εθ;φR  εφ
 
sector.
An estimator of a joint PDF of AOA for the delayed and local scattering components is defined
as [41]:
~f R θR;φR
 
¼ C0
P
O θR;φRð Þ
pRij θRij;φRij
 
PN
i¼0
PMi
j¼1
pRij θRij;φRij
  (33)
where C0 is a normalizing constant that is associated with εθ and εφ and provides a condition
lim
εθ ! 0
εφ ! 0
ð90
0
ð180
180
~f RðθR,φRÞdθR dφR ¼ 1.
Eq. (33) is the basis for determining PDFs of AOA in the elevation and azimuth planes. In this
case, marginal distribution properties are applied.
Thus, the PDFs of AOA in the elevation and azimuth planes have forms, respectively [41]:
~f R θRð Þ ¼ CRθ
X
K θRð Þ
pRij θRij
 
XN
i¼0
XMi
j¼1
pRij θRij
  and
~f R φR
 
¼ CRφ
X
L φRð Þ
pRij φRij
 
XN
i¼0
XMi
j¼1
pRij φRij
  (34)
where K θRð Þ ¼ i; jð Þ : θRij ∈ θR  εθð Þ

 
and L φR
 
¼ i; jð Þ : φRij ∈ φR  εφ
 n o
, whereas CRθ
andCRφ meet conditions lim
εθ!0
ð90
0
~f RðθRÞdθR ¼ 1 and lim
εφ!0
ð180
180
~f RðφRÞdφR ¼ 1, respectively.
For the simulation results presented below, we adopted the following assumptions: the PDP as
shown in Figure 2, carrier frequency, f 0 ¼ 2:4 GHz, D ¼ 300 m, and parameters for four
antenna types [43]:
• “Corner reflector” (CR): GRCR ¼ 23 dBi, HPBWθCR ¼ 18

, and HPBWφCR ¼ 58

• “Horn antenna” (HA): GRHA ¼ 23 dBi, HPBWθHA ¼ 40

, and HPBWφHA ¼ 44

• “Parabolic grid” (PG): GRPG ¼ 46 dBi, HPBWθPG ¼ 14

, and HPBWφPG ¼ 10

• “Other antenna” (OA): GROA ¼ 23 dBi and HPBWθOA ¼ 6

and HPBWφOA ! 360

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Figure 6 shows examples of the PDFs of AOA in the elevation and azimuth planes for the CR-
transmitting antenna and OA-receiving antenna. The individual PDFs are presented for
selected αT . Whereas, the exemplary marginal PDFs of AOA for the CR receiving antenna
and OA transmitting antenna are shown in Figure 7. In this case, the PDFs are depicted for
selected αR. These graphs show an influence of the directional antenna on the angular disper-
sion at the transmitting and receiving side, respectively.
The marginal PDFs of AOA for four types of antennas—CR, HA, PG, and OA—are shown in
Figure 8. In this case, we assume that αT ¼ 180

, αR ¼ 0, and the radiation patterns of the
transmitting and receiving antennas are the same.
Figure 6. PDFs of AOA in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes for selected αT .
Figure 7. PDFs of AOA in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes for selected αR.
Figure 8. PDFs of AOA in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes for four antenna types.
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The PDFs are the basis for assessing the AOA dispersion for different types of propagation
environments. A quantitative evaluation of the dispersion is based on the rms angle spread
(AS). This measure is defined in the elevation, σθ, and azimuth, σφ, planes, respectively [39]:
σθ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð90
0
θ2R  f R θRð ÞdθR 
ð90
0
θR  f R θRð ÞdθR
0
@
1
A
2
vuuuut (35)
σφ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð180
180
φ2R  f R φR
 
dφR 
ð180
180
φR  f R φR
 
dφR
0
@
1
A
2
vuuuut (36)
Figure 9 shows the relationship between AS and HPBWTθ ¼ HPBWRθ for HPBWTφ ¼ HPBWRφ
equal to HPBWφCR ¼ 58

or HPBWφPG ¼ 10

. ASs versus HPBWTφ ¼ HPBWRφ for HPBWTθ
¼ HPBWRθ equal to HPBWθCR ¼ 18

or HPBWθHA ¼ 40

is presented in Figure 10.
In both cases, we assume that the Tx and Rx antennas are oriented toward each other.
Figure 9. ASs in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes versus HPBWTθ ¼ HPBWRθ for HPBWTφ ¼ HPBWRφ equal
HPBWφCR ¼ 58

or HPBWφPG ¼ 10

.
Figure 10. ASs in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes versus HPBWTφ ¼ HPBWRφ for HPBWTθ ¼ HPBWRθ equal
HPBWθCR ¼ 18

or HPBWθHA ¼ 40

.
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An influence of the radiation/reception direction of the transmitting/receiving antenna on the AS
is illustrated in Figures 11 and 12 for (variable αT , αR ¼ 0 ¼ const:) and (αT ¼ 180

¼ const:,
variable αR), respectively. These graphs are obtained for four analyzed antenna types.
As a result of scattering phenomenon, the minimum AS occurs when the transmitting antenna
radiates in the opposite direction to the Rx location. However, it should be remembered that in
this case, the total power of the delayed components is reduced.
The results presented in this chapter are obtained for 2.4 GHz frequency. The evaluation of the
AOA statistical properties for other frequency ranges is presented in [32, 37, 40, 42] for 1.8 GHz
and in [41] for 28 GHz. The results presented in the chapter and these papers concern the
angular distribution. As is shown in ([33], Figure 8) and ([2], Figure 1), AS is strictly linear
correlated with the rms delay spread. Whereas, from ([7], Table 7.7.3-2), we see that the delay
spread is reduced with the frequency increase. Therefore, we can conclude that the increase in
the frequency brings the decrease in the angular dispersion.
6.2. Effects of reception angle dispersion on correlational and spectral properties
Multipath propagation and channel dispersion phenomena as well as an object motion effect
have a significant impact on deformation of spectral and correlational structures of the
Figure 11. ASs in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes versus αT .
Figure 12. ASs in (a) elevation and (b) azimuth planes versus αR.
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transmitted signals. Therefore, the assessment of the environment impact on the correlation-
spectral properties requires an accurate mapping of these phenomena. For this purpose, we
propose the so-called Doppler multi-elliptical channel model (DMCM), which is depicted in
[44]. This model describes a procedure for generating the propagation path parameters in
simulation studies. In addition to the angular dispersion, DMCM also considers the movement
of the objects (Tx/Rx). Obtained simulation results using DMCM give the opportunity to
evaluate instantaneous or statistical (averaged) changes of the received signal properties.
Additionally in [44], DMCM is verified on the basis of empirical data available in a literature.
The influence analysis of the angular dispersion in DMCM on the correlational and spectral
properties is presented in [45, 46]. In this case, the impact of the Rx motion direction on an
autocorrelation function (ACF), power density spectrum (PSD), and following parameters—a
coherence time, average Doppler frequency, Doppler spread, and asymmetry coefficient—is
analyzed.
The basis for assessing the angular dispersion effects on the ACF and PSD is the relationship
between the Doppler frequency shift (DFS) and AOA. DFS representing the ijth propagation
path is determined based on the following formula:
fDij ¼ fDmax cos φRij  β
 
(37)
where fDmax ¼ f 0v=c is the maximumDFS, f 0 is carrier frequency of the transmitting signal, v is
Rx velocity, and β is Rx movement direction in relation to the Rx-Tx direction.
Typical assumptions are adopted in the presented analysis. The unmodulated carrier wave
signal is used to assess the angular dispersion effects on the correlational and spectral proper-
ties. This approach gives an opportunity to simplify an analytical description and provides
partial verification and comparison of obtained results with others presented in a literature. In
this case, the PSD analyzed in a baseband is called the Doppler spectrum. In addition, the
uniform distribution of phase and independence of the signal components are accepted.
Then, an ACF estimator is defined as [47]:
~R τð Þ ¼
XN
i¼0
XMi
j¼1
pRijexp i2pifDijτ
 
(38)
The PSD is obtained based on the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [48, 49]:
S fD
 
¼
ð∞
∞
R τð Þexp i2pifDτ
 
dτ (39)
To this aim, we use the fast Fourier transform algorithm and smoothing filtering.
An unequivocal assessment of the influence of spatial parameters on the transmission proper-
ties of an environment requires normalization of ACF and PSD. Therefore, the results obtained
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in the simulation studies are normalized with respect to the average power, Rx 0ð Þ, of the
received signal. So, for the ACF and PSD, we have, respectively [45]:
r τð Þ ¼
R τð Þ
R 0ð Þ
and s fD
 
¼ 2fDmax
S fD
 
R 0ð Þ
(40)
Based on these definitions, the properties of the normalized ACF and PSD are r 0ð Þ ¼ 1 and
1
2fDmax
ÐfDmax
fDmax
s fD
 
dfD ¼ 1.
In the assessment of the AOA dispersion effects on the correlational and spectral properties, a
spatial scenario presented in Figure 13 is analyzed.
In this case, we assume that the Rx moves along a straight road at a constant speed,
v ¼ 50km=h. The distance from the route to the Tx is Dy ¼ 500 m. The Tx emits the harmonic
signal at f 0 ¼ 2:4 GHz, so fDmax ffi 111 Hz. The antenna patterns are omni-directional. The
ACF and PSD evaluations are carried out at four points of the Rx route for specific directions:
(A) β ¼ 30

, (B) β ¼ 60

, (C) β ¼ 90

, and (D) β ¼ 120

. For four analyzed cases, modules of the
normalized ACFs and PSDs are presented in Figure 14.
A quantitative assessment of the channel dispersion impact on the spectral and correlational
properties can be based on the parameter analysis. For the ACF, the coherence time, TC, is
determined based on the following condition:
r TCð Þj j ¼
R TCð Þ
R 0ð Þ

 ¼
1
2
(41)
However, for the PSD, the average DFS, FD, rms Doppler spread, σD, and asymmetry coeffi-
cient, μD, [50] are defined, respectively:
Figure 13. Spatial scenario of simulation studies.
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FD ¼ 2fDmax
ðfDmax
fDmax
fDs fD
 
dfD (42)
σD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2fDmax
ðfDmax
fDmax
fD  FD
 2
s fD
 
dfD
vuuuut (43)
μD ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2fDmax
ðfDmax
fDmax
fD  FD
 3
s fD
 
dfD
3
vuuuut (44)
To obtain independence of the above metrics from fDmax, i.e., from f 0 and v, we introduce
normalized parameters in the following forms: TCfDmax, FD=fDmax, σD=fDmax, and μD. Changes
of these parameters on the analyzed route are shown in Figure 15.
A characteristic feature of the presented PSD graphs is an occurrence of maxima for extreme
DFSs and DFS resulted from Eq. (37) for the direct path component. The last frequency is
closely related to the angle, β, between the velocity vector and the Rx-Tx direction. Based on
the obtained results presented in Figures 14 and 15, we can conclude that close relations exist
between the parameters of the analyzed characteristics and the spatial parameters of the
simulation scenario. We can conclude that TC, σD, FDj j, and μD
  are decreasing with reduction
of the Rx-Tx distance. The results prove that PSDs and ACFs significantly depend not only on
the time domain dispersion but also on the angular dispersion and mutual position of the Rx
and Tx. A graphical illustration of this fact is shown in Figure 16, which shows the PSD
changes versus the Rx position.
Based on Figure 16, it follows that channels in mobile radiocommunications are spatially
anisotropic due to their correlation-spectral properties. This means that the analysis of the
ACF and PSD requires not only knowledge of the transmission properties of an environment
but also knowledge about the Rx-Tx mutual position and movement parameters of the
Figure 14. Module of normalized ACFs and PSDs for four analyzed points along Rx route.
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elements of communication system. It follows that the set of parameters qualifying correctness
of the PSD and ACF analysis, in addition to the characteristics related to the channel impulse
response (PDP/PDS), should include the Tx and Rx positions, spatial location of movement
trajectory, direction, and value of the velocity vector of the moving object. Therefore, the
Figure 16. Averaged PSD versus Rx position.
Figure 15. Changes of normalized parameters on Rx route: (a) average Doppler, (b) Doppler spread, (c) asymmetry
coefficient, and (d) coherence time.
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channel transmission characteristics (PDP/PDS) condition the nature of the angular dispersion
of the received signal in multipath propagation environments.
7. Conclusion
The chapter is devoted to the problem of the multipath propagation phenomenon modeling
and its impact on changes of the received signal properties. The main focus is on the method of
determining the PDF of AOA, which has the significant impact on changes in the correlational
and spectral properties. In contrast to the empirical models, using the geometry-based models
gives the opportunity to consider in the modeling process the spatial structure of a propagation
environment. Linking the environment transmission properties with the position geometry of
the scatterers is the main problem of using the geometric models. The use of the multi-elliptical
or multi-ellipsoidal models is a solution to this problem. In this case, the geometrical structure of
the scatterer locations in the form of the set of the confocal ellipses or semi-ellipsoids is created
on the basis of the transmission characteristics of a propagation environment. This ensures
adapting the geometrical structure to the analyzed or modeled propagation environment. The
use of the multi-ellipsoidal or multi-elliptical models gives the possibility to consider the effect of
the antenna radiation patterns on the PDF of AOA. This plays a significant role in the analysis
of the compatible operating of coexistent wireless systems. PDF of AOA is the basis for assessing
the impact of a propagation environment on the correlational and spectral properties of the
transmitted signals. The use of the geometric models presented in this chapter provides mapping
of the motion effects, which cause changes in the ACFs and PSDs versus changes of the object
positions. The ability to adapt to the environment transmission properties and the assessment of
changes in the correlation-spectral characteristics as a function of the object locations signifi-
cantly distinguishes the models described in this chapter, among those presented so far in a
literature.
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